
SUCCESSFUL MACHINE QUILTING: 
BASICS AND BEYOND

With Cindy Seitz-Krug

*Sewing Machine in top working order.  Please bring the sewing machine that you do your best work on, even
if it may be a bit heavy or difficult to transport.  The better machines produce better stitches.  You won’t regret
the added effort. (Singer Featherweights not recommended)

*Owner’s Manual for your sewing machine (know how to eliminate feed dog action, adjust thread tension, 
etc.)

*Walking foot (dual feed systems acceptable)

*Free Motion foot (also called darning foot or embroidery foot).  YOU MUST HAVE ONE OF THESE FOR
THIS CLASS (If you are purchasing one for the first time, try to get a metal foot rather than a clear plastic 
foot.  Metal free motion feet provide much better results.)

*New Sewing machine needles, size 80/12 (Microtex Sharps work well)

*THREADS:

-100% Cotton: Aurifil thread is a good choice, but other 50 wt. cottons will work fine (color: ecru or 
off- white)
-Plus a darker colored cotton (blue, red, brown, black) in a bobbin; any 100% cotton will do.
-Invisible Nylon (or monofilament) or clear Polyester thread, .004 mm thickness  (YLI, Sew Art, 
Wonder, Sulky, Superior, and Madera are good brands)

*Three 16” pre-washed muslin squares

*Three 18” pre-washed muslin squares

*Three 18” batting squares.  (Try to bring a variety of brands if you have them.  Otherwise, you may try to 
trade with other students in class.)  Please write down the brands of the batting you bring.

*Blue Wash-Out marking pen (not a PURPLE pen)

*Masking tape (1” or 1.5” wide is sufficient)

*18” or 24” ruler

*Approximately 50 safety pins (size #1 or #2)

*Basic Sewing supplies:  scissors, extension cord, paper and pencil, several empty bobbins.
OPTIONAL ITEMS:
Sew-Ezi sewing table if you have one
Kwik Klip (for closing safety pins)
Single hole needle plate
Surround shelf for sewing machine (extension table)
Quilting gloves, rubber fingertips, etc.
Simple feather stencils (if you have any at home)

Kit available for $25   Includes:
Two spools of cotton thread (light and dark)
All muslin and batting for class
Blue wash-away marking pen
80/12 Schmetz Microtex Sharp needle
ORDER AT LEAST ONE WEEK BEFORE
CLASS: 
CINDY@QUINTESSENTIALQUILTING.
COM


